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The Three ∇s 



∇•v 

∇f 

∇×v 

Grad, Curl, and Div 



But first, a contest… 



Math stories 

  Two mathematicians meet in the Skiles Building. The first asks 
the second how her family is, and the second answers: "They're 
great. My three sons all had birthdays last week. The sum of 
their ages is 13. The product of their ages is the same as your 
street number. 

  “Hmm...” says the first mathematician.  I need to know 
something more before I can tell you how old your children 
are." The second answers: "Oh, my eldest son plays the violin." 
The first mathematician says: “Aha, now I know.” 



Vector fields 

1.  F(r) = x i + y j.  F(r) = ∇(x2+y2)/2 at each point 

2.  F(x) = y i + x j.  F(r) = ∇ xy 

3.  F(x) = - y i + x j.  F(r) is not a gradient. 



Favorite functions of the day 

 Scalar function 
 xy, |r|3 

 Vector fields 
 x i + y j + z k, a.k.a.  r . 
 -y i + x j  + 0 k. 
 - r/|r|3 .  Why is this one important?  



From Wolfram MathWorld 



  Scalar function 
  xy, |r|3 

  Vector fields 
  x i + y j + z k, a.k.a.  r . 
  -y i + x j  + 0 k. 
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Conservation of energy 

U is the “potential energy.”  F is a 
“conservative force.” 



Conservation of energy 

Total energy = kinetic + potential 

If r(t) is a 
curve, then E
(t) is a function 
of t. 

In principle. 



Conservation of energy 



Conservation of energy 



Application:  Escape velocity 

How fast do you need to blast off to be lost in 
space?  “Ground control to Major Tom….” !





Differentiation and vector fields 



Maxwell’s equations 
Wikipedia article on Maxwell’s Equations: 



Grad, Curl, and Div 

 Just for fun, think of ∇ as a vector 
“operator” with components 
 ∂/∂x, ∂/∂y, and ∂/∂z. 

 And do with it what you like to do with 
vectors. 



New derivatives 

  Derivative      in       out     notation 

 ∇ = grad     scalar    vector   gradient  
 ∇•  = div   vector   scalar    divergence  
 ∇×  = curl   vector   vector   curl 
       a.k.a. rot 



New derivatives 

  Derivative      in       out     notation 

 ∇f= grad f   scalar    vector   gradient  
 ∇•v = div v  vector   scalar    divergence  
 ∇×v = curl v  vector   vector   curl 
       a.k.a. rot v 



New derivatives 

  Derivative      in       out     notation 
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Grad, curl, and div 

 grad.  ∇f 

 The direction uphill and the slope 

 Critical points 

 Normal vectors and tangent planes 



Grad, curl, and div 

 div.  ∇•v 

 Quantifies the tendency of a vector field 
to spread. 

 Related to flux (stay tuned) 



Grad, curl, and div 

 curl.  ∇×v 

 Quantifies the tendency of a vector field 
to swirl. 

 Related to flux (stay tuned) 



  Linear rules 
  Product rules 
  Chain rules 
  Higher derivatives 

 Laplacian  ∇2 = ∇•∇ 
 ∇×∇f =  
 ∇•∇×v = 

New rules 



Favorite functions of the day 

 Scalar function 
 xy, |r|3 

 Vector fields 
 x i + y j + z k, a.k.a.  r . 
 -y i + x j  + 0 k. 
 - r/|r|3 .  Why is this one important?  




